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The optimal Trigon panel edge size will depend on a variety of factors, including

mechanism sizes, proposed panel payloads, shielding, dust control, and human factors. The

Trigon system allows for a kit-of-parts approach to habitat construction and vehicle design.

Trigon panels may be fitted with mobility systems and used to construct habitats, vehicles,

ISRU “Cassette factories”, and other permanent structures. This paper discusses panel size

optimization with respect to these potential uses, introduces a spreadsheet model for

multivariate data input, and describes a series of studies that have been conducted to

determine the effect of variable world reference frame acceleration scenarios (surface

gravities) on panel edge dimensions.

 I. Introduction

NASA Space architects have suggested a three-phase construction roadmap for planetary surface construction

(Kennedy 2002). The first phase is Class I pre-integrated structures that are ready to use upon delivery. Class II kit-

of-parts structures will then be phased in, allowing for larger structures that require some assembly, and will become

a transitional form of structures preparatory for Class III in-situ structures using native material. In the harsh

environment of space, robotically assembled, or self-assembling structures will be necessary (Cohen & Kennedy

1997).
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Figure 1: Trigon constructions unfold and stack for compact transport

The Transformable Robotic Infrastructure-Generating Object Network (Trigon) modular robotic construction

system falls into the Class II category (Howe 2002), and consists of panel-based units that have edge actuators for

linking to other panels. The edge actuators are hinged with an offset axis in such a way that any two panels can be

orientated from 0 to 360 degrees in relation to each other. This ability allows the panels to be stacked during

transportation, to keep the payload small and compact. Figure 1 shows a simple volume constructed of Trigon

triangular panels, and illustrates how the panels can be folded and stacked.
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The edge manipulator actuators control the panel with revolute motion in relation with neighboring panels.

These manipulators are called connector arms. Two panels will mate with each other by nesting connector arms,

with one panel taking hierarchical dominance over the other by moving its arms to the outside, and the other panel

moving the arms to the inside, so that both sets of arms mutually clasp each other. The revolute actuator in each arm

set can then cause the panels to reconfigure their orientation with respect to each other. Using this technique, Trigon

panels can be added to the structure at any location and use the motion of the connector arms to latch on to already

completed portions of the structure, and travel or “tumble” end over end, avoiding other traveling panels, to find its

own specified location (Figure 2).

Panel edges latch on to neighboring panels

and “tumble” across existing structure

Edge actuator “connector arms” folded

over ready to grasp the next panel.

“Connector arms” have revolute actuators

in their base to allow them to lift the panel

once the “connector arm” ends are mated

and fixed onto the neighboring panel

“Connector arms” reach out, waiting to

connect to other panels

Previously placed structure

Figure 2: Trigon panels self-assemble by "tumbling" over already completed portions of the structure

Triangle panel

Panels can be moved in groups,

supporting each other, to move

across triangular or square zones

Square panel

Figure 3: Trigon panels can be used to assemble a large variety of stable geometries, including trusses, vaults,

domes, cylinders, etc.

Using only square and equilateral triangular panels, self-assembling domes, cylinders, trusses, and many other

stable construction geometries can be autonomously assembled (Figure 3). These structures can function as
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reconfigurable secondary structure (Yip & Howe 2003) or in combination with an inflatable pressure barrier lining

(Figure 4) can be used as primary pressure vessel structures (Lai & Howe 2003).

The Trigon panels can piggyback additional infill elements, that can be stacked with the panels, and moved

about and relocated using the mobility of the connector arm mechanisms. These infill elements are called payload

panels, and can include fold-out wheel and suspension systems, antenna, shielding, tankage, equipment, etc. to

produce full mobility and fitout for Trigon structures. Payload panels can also contain packaged processes for

“cassette factories” that may be used in ISRU processes (Howe 2005).

Figure 4: Trigon shell with inflatable lining Figure 5: Trigon panel optimum size?

 II. Panel Sizes

Trigon triangular and square panels, and the payload panels that fit them, may be used to construct habitats,

frames, rovers, landing systems, equipment enclosures, construction equipment, and a variety of other uses (Howe,

Gibson 2006a). The development of the panel systems will require multiple studies on the optimum size that the

panels should be constructed. The size of the panels may be constrained by torque and gearing systems in the

connector arms, payload equipment size requirements, mass loads, and human ergonomics. Conceptually, the Trigon

system may be able to accommodate multiple sizes in a single structure, that halve at each edge in a fractal

organization (Figure 5). However, a range of parametric constraints applied to panels of uniform size can provide a

means of rigorous comparison by incrementally stepping up the values in each set. In this investigation, a numerical

model of the Trigon panel was developed that can generate values for specific sizes, or tabulated into incremental

values in a spreadsheet.

Figure 6 shows the geometry parameters for the triangle panels, including kinematic elements (Howe, Gibson

2006b), dependent variables, and parameter definitions. Some aspects of the diagram are exaggerated for clarity.

The geometry parameters for the square panels are shown in Figure 7.

A. Constraints

Many of the parameters are dependent on a few variables, such that sizes can be adjusted according to mass,

payload, torque, and ergonomic constraints. It must be stressed that most of the actual constraints are unknown at

this time, therefore the following are suggested as possible future considerations. The analysis and panel size

optimization study discussed in this paper allows for these future unknowns.

1. Payload Constraints

The payload panel mounts into the triangular or square opening in the center of the Trigon modular robotic

panel. The Trigon panel supplies power to the payload panel, such that a variety of electrically-powered actuators,

implements, manipulators, instruments, wheels, mobility systems, communication equipment, photovoltaic cells,
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batteries, tankage, collectors, encapsulated processes, shielding, and other functions can be inserted into system with

modular flexibility. The sizes of these various functions are unknown at this time, but could influence overall panel

sizing when such information becomes available.

t =  panel thickness

g =  gap between panels

e =  mechanism depth

w =  connector manipulator arm width

m = t + g =  connector arm manipulator link

b = 7w + t =  payload edge length / effective slider length (minimum)

cT = e + b / 2 tan30( ) =  distance to centroid of traingle

d = b / 2 =  maximum distance of arm from center

r =  slider range (0  to 3.5w )

p = b + 2
e + t + g( ) / 2

tan30
=  nominal panel edge

Outline of square panel (for

comparison)

Grayed shape shows rough

approximation of panel

geometry

Black lines diagrammatically

show kinematic functionality

Maximum range of prismatic

slider joint

Slider track

Maximum range of revolute

joint 180 degrees

Typical slider joint

Panel thickness

Nominal panel size (dashed)

Typical revolute joint

Rough approximation of

manipulator connector arm

Point 3 is the centroid. Points 1-

7 coincide with equivalent

kinematic joint locations.

Figure 6: Triangle panel geometry parameters
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2. Mass Constraints

The mass budget for each of the Trigon panels and payload panels could influence the overall panel sizing. This

initial study assumes the panel mass to be uniform where the center of mass is at the geometrical center of the panel.

3. Torque Constraints

Sizes of motors, revolute actuators, sensors, and gearing mechanisms for the connector arms will be determined

by panel mass values and planetary gravity acceleration. Practical ranges of motors and mechanism will ultimately

affect the overall panel sizing. Also, the maximum torque is assumed to be required for a panel climbing upward;

other studies may be required to analyze torque required for resisting downward movement.

4. Ergonomic Constraints

The Trigon panels can include hatches, windows, or other features that are dependent on ergonomic standards

and function. For example, if the panel were to be sized according to the ISS standard hatch size, the square opening

in the middle of the panel would need to be large enough to mount the standard hatch hardware. If, on the other

hand, the ergonomic constraints of hatch sizes are not critical, the panels could be smaller or larger in size. These

human-related ergonomic standards will influence the overall panel sizing.

cS = p / 2 m / 2 =  distance to centroid of square

Nominal panel size (dashed)

Grayed shape shows rough

approximation of panel

geometry

Black lines diagrammatically

show kinematic functionality

Slider track

Maximum range of prismatic

slider joint

Maximum range of revolute

joint

Typical revolute joint

Panel thickness

Typical slider joint

Rough approximation of

manipulator connector arm

Figure 7: Square panel geometry parameters
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 III. A Mathematical Model for Optimum Panel Size Investigation

Four base parameters were established: panel thickness t , gap between panels g , mechanism depth e , and

connector arm width w . All other panel dimensions are derived or dependent upon these four parameters. Using the

equations in Figure 6 and Figure 7, a mathematical model was developed for inputting the four base parameters, plus

density and gravity acceleration values, whereby the rest of the dependent variables are generated. The model can be

used to calculate values of a single set of inputs, or set to loop in an iterative generation of multiple solutions, each

time incrementing one or more of the input values.

0.12

w = Arm Width (m)

.05

t = Panel 
Thickness (m)

1.034

p = Nominal Panel Edge (m)

0.05

m = Arm length (m)

9.807

grav = Gravity 
Acceleration (m/s^2)

Earth = 9.807
Mars = 3.69
Moon = 1.62

0

g = Gap (m)

0.1

e = Mechanism 
Depth (m)

100

den = Panel Density 
(absolute kg/m^3)

0.445

d = Arm Travel Distance (m)

0.3569

c_T = Triangle Centroid (m)

0.4922

c_S = Square Centroid (m)

0.89

b = Payload Edge / Slider length (m)
In1

In2

In3

In4

Out1

Out2

Out3

Out4

Table Generator

27.13

T_M = Minimium Torque (N m)

20.01

T_E = Minimium Torque (lb ft)

t > In

g > In

e > In

w > In

den > In

grav > In

p > Out

b > Out

m > Out

d > Out

c_T > Out

c_S > Out

M_T > Out

M_S > Out

M_TP > Out

M_SP > Out

T_M > Out

T_E > Out

Panel Geometry / Mass Equations

1.715

M_TP = Triangle Payload aMass (kg)

0.6014

M_T = Triangle Panel aMass (kg)

3.961

M_SP = Square Payload aMass (kg)

1.389

M_S = Square Panel aMass (kg)

Figure 8: Panel size parameter control input (orange boxes) and output

The control panel for the model is shown in Figure 8. The program is used by inputting values in the orange

boxes (on the left side of Figure 8), and execution of the program outputs the values in the text boxes on the right of

Figure 8. Inputting a value greater than zero will calculate the results in the output boxes.
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Triangle Mass Equation
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c_T > Out

Triangle Centroid Equation
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grav > In
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T_E > Out

Torque Equations

trigon.mat

To File

b > In
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M_SP > Out

Square Payload Equation
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b > In
t > In
den > In

M_S > Out

Square Mass Equation
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p > In
c_S Out

Square Centroid Equation

t > In
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b > Out

Slider / Payload Equation
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b > In
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Nominal Panel Edge Equation
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Arm Travel Length Equation
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6
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Figure 9: Panel sizing program geometry equations
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Figure 10: Panel sizing program mass calculation algorithm
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For the four input variables, if a number less than zero is inputted, the program will loop in an iterative manner

and output the values to a spreadsheet file.

The mathematical model program consists of object-oriented coding that passes output values of one object to

the input port of other objects, until all the equations have been visited. One example object is the equation for

calculating the rest mass of one of the panels (Figure 10). The various equation objects are placed in a flow process

that generates the output to either text boxes or file (Figure 9).

 IV. Analysis

In the course of the investigation, a partial spreadsheet was generated for panels ranging from 10cm edge to

1.4m edge dimension, in Earth gravity. A selected portion of the spreadsheet is shown in Table 1. The spreadsheet

was generated by setting two of the three parameters of thickness, depth, or width to a set dimension, and

incrementing the third dimension up to a pre-selected ceiling. The ceiling was arbitrarily set as w : 2t :10e , or in

other words, the value of w  may be up to twice the value of t , or 10 times the value of e . With the model in place,

these ceilings may be adjusted later as new information is made available.

t (m) = 
thickness

p (m) = 
nominal
panel edge

b (m) = 
payload
panel edge

g (m) = 
gap

e (m) = 
mechanism
depth

w (m) = 
mechanism
width

m (m) = 
arm length

d (m) = 
arm travel
distance

c_T (m) = 
triangle panel
centroid

c_S (m) = 
square panel
centroid

M_T (kg) = 
triangle panel 
abs mass

M_S (kg) =
square panel 
abs mass

M_TP (kg) =
triangle
payload mass

M_SP (kg) =
square
payload mass

T_m (N-m) =
minimum
torque

T_e (lb-ft) =
minimum
torque

earth 0.01 0.097321 0.08 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.033094 0.04366 0.0013299 0.0030713 0.0027713 0.0064 0.0045198 0.0033332

earth 0.01 0.16732 0.15 0 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.075 0.053301 0.07866 0.0023799 0.0054962 0.0097428 0.0225 0.02297 0.016939
earth 0.02 0.18309 0.16 0 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.08 0.056188 0.081547 0.0068619 0.015847 0.02217 0.0512 0.060195 0.044391

earth 0.01 0.23732 0.22 0 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.073509 0.11366 0.0034299 0.007921 0.020958 0.0484 0.065541 0.048334
earth 0.02 0.25309 0.23 0 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.115 0.076395 0.11655 0.0096619 0.022313 0.045813 0.1058 0.15899 0.11725
earth 0.03 0.26887 0.24 0 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.12 0.079282 0.11943 0.019083 0.044069 0.074825 0.1728 0.28592 0.21085

Table 1: Panel sizing spreadsheet (selection)

The graph in Figure 11 shows a comparison of panel overall dimension, panel rest mass, and minimum torque.

The graph consists of broken curves due to the step up of parameters in each set. In other words, a panel thickness

beginning at 0.01m stepped up to 0.1m, for example, until the value reaches one of the ceilings proportional to the

other two input values, then starts at 0.01m again after stepping up the other value.
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Figure 11: Comparison graph for panel size, mass, and connector arm torque

The spreadsheet and graph will be helpful in the further development of the Trigon technology by mapping out

ranges where torque is kept to reasonable values, or ergonomic features are possible (such as accommodating

hatches), etc. For example, torque ranges in the Figure 11 graph may be considered unreasonable, even with high-
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ratio reduction gearing systems, at values over 30N-m (however, this will depend on the size of the motor selected,

and exotic solutions that can accommodate values outside the range may still be possible).

t (m) = 
thickness

p (m) = 
nominal
panel edge

b (m) = 
payload
panel edge

g (m) = 
gap

e (m) = 
mechanism
depth

w (m) = 
mechanism
width

m (m) = 
arm length

d (m) = 
arm travel
distance

c_T (m) = 
triangle panel
centroid

c_S (m) = 
square panel
centroid

M_T (kg) = 
triangle panel 
abs mass

M_S (kg) =
square panel 
abs mass

M_TP (kg) =
triangle
payload mass

M_SP (kg) =
square
payload mass

T_m (N-m) =
minimum
torque

T_e (lb-ft) =
minimum
torque

earth 0.05 1.0343 0.89 0 0.1 0.12 0.05 0.445 0.35692 0.49217 0.60136 1.3888 1.7149 3.9605 27.131 20.008
mars 0.05 1.0343 0.89 0 0.1 0.12 0.05 0.445 0.35692 0.49217 0.60136 1.3888 1.7149 3.9605 10.208 7.5282
moon 0.05 1.0343 0.89 0 0.1 0.12 0.05 0.445 0.35692 0.49217 0.60136 1.3888 1.7149 3.9605 4.4817 3.3051
microgravity 0.05 1.0343 0.89 0 0.1 0.12 0.05 0.445 0.35692 0.49217 0.60136 1.3888 1.7149 3.9605 2.7664 2.0401

Table 2: Torque comparisons for variable gravity accelerations

Table 2 shows the comparison of torque values for four different gravities: Earth, Mars, Moon, and microgravity.

Note that the mass values of each reference frame acceleration remains the same; this value would be multiplied by

the gravity acceleration to determine equivalent forces in each of the environments.

 V. Conclusion

A tool in the form of an object-oriented mathematical parametric model was devised for generating multivariate

dimensional values for the purpose of determining optimum panel sizes for the Trigon panels. The tool will be used

for future research, where rigorous output will be required for exploring a full range of options on motor selection,

reduction gear mechanism design, and payload panel sizing. The importance of having a panel size optimization

analysis tool lies clearly in the fact that most of the actual constraints for designing optimally sized panels are

unknown at this time. This analysis therefore takes into account future unknowns and allows a selection of a variety

of sizes for different needs.
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